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Programme

Business Management: Subject knowledge and managerial
skills
The general career preparation courses of the bachelor degree program 'Business Management'
(B.Sc.) at SRH University in Northrhine-Westphalia help students to get ready for the workplace.
We prepare our students to solve complex problems based on their professional knowledge.

Our students learn the key theories, principles and methods during their degree programme and
apply them in practical matters. They analyse, structure and solve problems as well as convey and
develop concepts and arguments independently.

From the winter semester 2020/21, the SRH Northrhine-Westphalia University of Applied Sciences
will also offer this course at a new place of study in NRW - the SRH Campus Rhineland in
Leverkusen. Find out on our homepage about the many advantages this new place of study offers
you: www.srh-campus-rheinland.de/en

Start and duration of the programme

Start Date: summer and winter semester
Study Mode: full-time programme
Duration: 6 semester (3 years)
Degree: Bachelor of Science (B.Sc.)

Contact

SRH Hochschule in Nordrhein-
Westfalen
Platz der Deutschen Einheit 1
59065 Hamm
Tel.: +49 (0) 2381 9291 121
E-Mail: studyinNRW@srh.de

Go to Website >

Structure

Content, Objective and Course Structure

What you could or should learn - a broad range of relevant expertise, for instance in
management

Our program in Business Management offers in-depth knowledge in all core areas of business
administration. You will acquire professional skills i.e. key competences and you will be able to
see national economies and every individual company as part of a global economical system in
which methods, facts and numbers are just as important as social interaction. The following
subjects are also part of the bachelor program at SRH University Northrhine-Westphalia:

• elements of digitisation through lectures in informatics, e-Business, SAP, programming and IT
• management skills and entrepreneurial know-how through seminars in corporate

management, human resource management and organisation
• personal development and soft skills through courses in self-management, presentation

techniques and intercultural competence.

Goals

We prepare you for your future tasks in middle to upper management. Real case studies will be
used to convey meaningful content. You acquire knowledge and methods as well as social and
personal competences. With these key competences you are ready for a successful career in the
dynamic business environment.
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Workflow

Classroom lectures are held on the SRH campus Hamm. The program runs for 6 semesters,
equalling a study period of three years. Our students deal intensively with a practical question
over a five-week period and take a maximum of two subjects per 5-week block. Learning
objectives, course contents and exams are aligned. Our competence-based exams are written at
the end of each 5-week block (eight to nine times a year). Through regular testing, our students
get continuous feedback on their performance and do not need to learn for multiple exams. In
this manner teaching and learning content is conveyed very effectively - and stays in mind. The
6th semester is the final practical semester where students write their final (bachelor) thesis in a
company. The practical phase of the final semester establishes intensive contacts with interesting
companies and later employers – an important step on the way to a successful career start.

Perspectives

Career Perspectives

New perspectives by the innovative CORE Principle

After successful completion of our bachelor program, you can take over responsible management
tasks in a business environment. You support the management team in companies at all levels
and as well as take over managerial functions. You solve technical tasks independently, master
management techniques, become part of a team and collaborate, lead and delegate.

Our university teaches its students through the unique and innovative CORE Principle. What is
new and innovative: the studies are modular and offer practical insights into a topic and teach
you the relevant competencies. Modules combine subjects by theme and give you the time for
self study. This leads to an in-depth knowledge that stays in mind.

SRH University Northrhine-Westphalia

the practice-oriented college for engineering, business and social science studies

You plan on having an outstanding career, the sky being the limit? You are looking for a
university of applied sciences that will really get you places? In that case, we are just the right
choice for you. The SRH University Hamm has been preparing students in logistics, business
studies, social work, and work and organizational psychology for their future profession with
excellent and practice-oriented programs for a decade.

In 2005 we became a pioneer in the private university sector with Germany's first bachelor’s
course in logistics. We are currently offering our nearly 750 students from 23 nations a broad
range of future-oriented bachelor’s and master’s courses. We integrate the different disciplines of
logistics, energy management, business studies, and social sciences in our research and
teaching.

Our modular program range is closely aligned with the challenges of a global economy as well as
having a strong practical orientation. The close ties to actual business practices is central to us, as
we see it as vital in ensuring that our students receive the maximum benefit from their studies,
no matter which course they choose. We will promote your career in your chosen field and
support you in starting your studies.

Application

Deadline and Application

Application is fast and easy using our online application website

There is no deadline for enrolment. You have the choice to apply whenever you want. But to
guarantee you a smooth process, we highly suggest you to apply as soon as possible.
Please note: The application deadline for students needing a VISA is 15th of July (winter
semester).

Admission Requirements and Fees

Admission Requirements:

• General university entrance qualification or
• University of applied sciences entrance qualification
• or Extended university entrance qualification effective in North Rhine-Westphalia
• For Foreign applicants: university entrance qualification or equivalent

Additionally, we require proof of proficiency in English (for example, a TOEFL-level of 600 (pbT) /
80 (ibT), IELTS-level of 6.5) or an equivalent certification). No test required for students from
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countries with English as the offical language in education.

Study fees (valid for all non-EWR citizens):
4.500 Euro per semester (750 Euro per month) + one-off enrollment fee of 1000 Euro.

Terms of payment (valid for all non-EWR citizens):
1. You pay 1000 € (one-off enrollment fee in advance - that is not refundable)
2. We will send you the Final Admission Letter (now you have time to take care of Health
insurance, APS, VISA, blocked account, accommodation etc.)
3. After that, you will receive a new payment request in the amount of the first semester fee
(payment per semester is mandatory)
4. If we received this fee, you will be enrolled

Option for you: You can get a discount of 3% for annual payment and 5% for full payment

More information and contact details

Come and visit us at one of our Info Sessions. For more information please see our website.
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